On the basis of this work it is argued that the nematic -smectic-C transition is always of first order.
I. INTRODUCTION Recent interest in the study of higher-order critical points, called poly-or multicritical points, has led to the discovery of apparent tri- critical' 4 behavior in several liquid-crystal systems. As of now, only the nematic (or cholesteric) to smectic-A phase transition has been studied in this manner. It has been found that these transitions may apparently be changed from first to second order by application of pressure" or by mixing. ' The binary-mixture study was first suggested by Alben' who has more recently suggested that one might find a higher-order critical point in a binary-mixture system where one component has nematic (N), smectic-A (A), and smectic-C (C) phases and the other has only N and C phases. Mixing such compounds would result in a phase diagram exhibiting an A phase that gets squeezed out. This would happen at a polycritical point if at that point the three phases become the same, or at an ordinary triple point if at that point the three phases coexist.
%e have found such a binary-mixture system' that exhibits a polycritical point. The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 , and the polycritical point (PCP) has some unusual features which we report and discuss here.
II. EXPERIMENT The phase diagram of Fig. 1 was determined in two independent ways, namely, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC-2)' and thermal microscopy. The latter was also used to characterize the phases. Transition temperatures determined by these two methods agreed to within 0.5 'C; except 
where q and g are the order parameters and a = u, (T -T,), a=a, (T -T,), and n"a"p, b&0.
The coupling coefficient c may be positive or negative, but if c&0, then we must have c '& pb. One phase diagram for such a free energy is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). There we see that for c'&pb four phases are allowed, namely, I
(q=q =0), II (q +O, q =0), III ()=0; q+0), and IV (g4 0, q 4 0) and all of the phase transitions are conti. nuous, and meet at the so-called tetracritical" '" point. If, on the other hand, c'&pb the most ordered phase (IV) 
where a = a,(T -T,)/T, ; a = a,(x, -x)/x, ; a"a" 
